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Science has got the potential to turn our earth into a paradise but it must not get HomeÂ» EssaysÂ» Science in the
Service of Mankind Essay.

Even the vast expanse of space and extreme depths of the seas are no more mysteries for human beings.
Fourthly, science has made modern mans outlook grossly materialistic. Man has now learnt to land on Moon.
It has increased industrial productivity and efficiency. It is science that helps him to make a safe home for him.
During the last half century, it has almost reshaped our civilisation and ushered us into a world that is far more
different from that of our ancestors. But some people still believe that science has done more harm than good
and it is thus a menace to civilization. It is now possible to talk about all men on this planet as neighbors. All
this is possible because of science. Wireless has brought the countries close together. It has reduced the time,
space and distance. Secondly, modern technology has virtually impaired craftsmanship and thousands of
skilled persons are condemned to work in the factories and mills as ordinary laborers. So, science has proved a
real boon for the poor housewife. Field of all the. Even children are finding computers better than toys.
Science has brought a revolution in the matters of transportation and communication. It has given nuclear
bomb, hydrogen bomb, fighter plane, sophisticated assault guns, pistols and rifles. Even the most difficult
surgical operation are performed with a lot of ease and safety. A man sitting in America can have information
about India within a few seconds. Science mankind made human life very comfortable and safe. Are not use of
science ideas or writing competitions, earth local travel. Plastic surgery and transplant of such vital organs as
heart and kidney are of great help. He is not afraid of the wild animals tempests and floods. Science has
produced such advanced technologies which have directly or indirectly contributed to enhancing the life
expectancy of the human beings. Nature and natures laws lay hid in night: God said, Let Newton be and all
was light.


